Instructions: Label the pictures you chose on your Picture Selection Sheet from 1 to 3 on the backs of each and fill out the following form for each photo.

**Picture #1**

1. Photo title:

2. I would like to share this photo because

3. What does this photo say about courage?

4. Which character from our reading would agree with your definition of courage from this picture? Why? How did he or she demonstrate courage in a similar way?

**Picture #2**

1. Photo title:

2. I would like to share this photo because

3. What does this photo say about courage?

4. Which character from our reading would agree with your definition of courage from this picture? Why? How did he or she demonstrate courage in a similar way?
Picture #3

1. Photo title:

2. I would like to share this photo because

3. What does this photo say about courage?

4. Which character from our reading would agree with your definition of courage from this picture? Why? How did he or she demonstrate courage in a similar way?